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News
News
Event: Varieties of religious superdiversity (/schools/social-policy/departments/applied-social-studies/news-and-events/2014/10/varietiesof-religious-superdiversity.aspx)
All are invited to attend a workshop exploring current research on religious diversity in the UK.
20/10/2014

IRiS event: Education, ethnicity and gender: Biographies of Roma and Sinti women in Germany (/schools/social-policy/departments/appliedsocial-studies/news-and-events/2014/10/biographies-of-roma-and-sinto-women-in-germany.aspx)
All are welcome at this presentation from Julie Reimer of the University of Bamberg, Germany, of an ongoing research project (in the context of a doctoral dissertation) that
brings into focus that especially Roma and Sinti women are confronted with various levels of discrimination as they belong to a certain ethnicity and are female.
09/10/2014

Creating superdiversity: Reflections on long-term collaboration between academia and practice (/schools/socialpolicy/departments/applied-social-studies/news-and-events/2014/10/creating-superdiversity.aspx)
All are welcome at this workshop which reflects upon the experiences of a Belgian academic working over a long period with social workers in Belgium and explores the
nature of collaboration and commitment and issues around the development of relationships, networks and strategies given the different institutional frameworks from which
the different parties come
09/10/2014

Debunking myths about language and social media (/schools/social-policy/departments/applied-social-studies/news-andevents/2014/10/debunking-myths-about-language-and-social-media.aspx)
There is no doubt that social media has changed how we communicate. The question is: should we worry about these changes?
01/10/2014

Watch and listen: Translating cultures (/schools/social-policy/departments/applied-social-studies/news-and-events/2014/10/translatingcultures.aspx)
IRiS academics take part in new film from The Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) which shines a light on the AHRC's Translating Cultures theme.
01/10/2014

How can the law be expected to cope with 'Superdiversity?' (/schools/social-policy/departments/applied-social-studies/news-andevents/2014/09/how-can-law-be-expected-to-cope-with-superdiversity.aspx)
All are welcome at this seminar entitled 'How can the law be expected to cope with 'Superdiversity?' on 19 November 2014.
30/09/2014

Superdiversity at work: Hierarchies of belonging, mobile labour and incongruous encounters with difference (/schools/socialpolicy/departments/applied-social-studies/news-and-events/2014/09/superdiversity-at-work-iris-seminar.aspx)
All are welcome at this seminar on 'Superdiversity at work: Hierarchies of belonging, mobile labour and incongruous encounters with difference'.
30/09/2014

New publication: Religion, ethnicity and national origins: Exploring the independence of variables in a superdiverse neighbourhood
(/research/activity/superdiversity-institute/news/2014/09/religion-ethnicity-and-national-origins.aspx)
Latest publication from Martin Stringer, entitled 'Religion, ethnicity and national origins: Exploring the independence of variables in a superdiverse neighbourhood'.
29/09/2014
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Events
Visit our Events (/research/activity/superdiversity-institute/events/index.aspx) page to see what IRiS are involved in, and event reports (/research/activity/superdiversityinstitute/events/previous-events/index.aspx) from our previous events.
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